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Abstract 
 

Human and rat have an innate preference for fat which may lead to obesity.  This 

preference may be driven by the taste component linoleic acid, the principle free fatty 

acid found in corn oil.  It has been shown that rats are capable of detecting linoleic acid 

within a solution.  It is speculated that rats also perceive an increase in intensity when 

linoleic acid is added to the solution.  This experiment sought to measure the effect on 

human taste intensity when linoleic acid was added to sweet stimuli.  Using a sip and spit 

method, subjects rated the intensity of a triad, each containing a different amount of 

linoleic acid (0, 88, or 352 µM) mixed with either sucrose or sucralose (31, 62, 125, 250, 

500 mM).  There was no effect of linoleic acid on the perceived intensity of the sweet 

stimuli.  However, there was a difference in perceived intensity between the two sweet 

stimuli.  Sucrose was perceived as more intense than sucralose at the 125 and 500 mM 

concentrations.  Body mass index (BMI) and percentage of body fat are two measures of 

obesity.  If taste plays a role in producing obesity, BMI and percentage of body fat would 

have a positive correlation with taste intensity of sweet stimuli.  No correlation was found 

between either percentage of body fat or BMI and the intensity of the sweet stimuli.  

Although the current methodology did not measure an effect of linoleic acid, different 

threshold and discrimination procedures such as forced choice rating system may produce 

more conclusive data.   
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Introduction 
 

As obesity develops into a prevailing epidemic in our country today, many studies 

have sought to determine the driving forces that reinforce the consumption of fatty foods. 

In the past it had been assumed that fat had no taste. Recently the concept that fat may 

have a taste has been examined as a possible explanation for the significant amounts of 

fat consumed.    

Dietary fat consists of multiple lipid chemicals.  These lipids contain many forms 

of long-chain fatty acids. When individual long-chain fatty acids become disassociated 

from the lipid structure they are called free-fatty acids.  The commonly used dietary fat 

corn oil consists of stearic (3%), linolenic (1%), palmitic (13%), oleic (31%), and linoleic 

(52%) free fatty acids. Linoleic acid is a major component of most vegetable oils 

including corn, soybean, safflower, and sunflower (Gunstone, 1999).  

Research has discovered that linoleic acid enhances stimulus-induced 

depolarization of isolated rat taste receptor cells (Gilbertson, 1999). Voltage-activated K+ 

channels, Na+ channels and Ca2+ channels have all been shown to be modulated through a 

direct interaction with fatty acids. Taste cells contain many different voltage-activated ion 

channels that act in the transduction pathway and as targets for taste stimuli. When free 

fatty acids are applied in the low micromolar range, they act by inhibiting the delayed 

rectifying K+ (DRK) channels in taste cells.  Sweet compounds, bitter taste stimuli, and 

acidic (sour) tastants have all been shown to be transduced, at least in part, by an 

inhibition of DRK channels. This inhibition could be predicted to lead to a depolarization 

of the taste receptor cell.  Therefore, it appears that fatty acids may act similarly to a 
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variety of other tastes stimuli to lead to taste cell depolarization (Gilbertson, 1999). The 

DRK channels are not sensitive to all fatty acids; however, conjugated linoleic acid was 

discovered to be moderately effective.  Subsequent research suggests that a subtype DRK 

channel, Shaker Kv1.5, may be sensitive to inhibition by fatty acids. 

Behavioral research in a rodent model supports the theory that linoleic acid may 

increase the depolarization of taste receptor cells in response to taste stimuli.  Pittman 

(2003) discovered when linoleic acid was added to sucrose greater than 62 mM, rats 

increased their licking as if the sweet stimuli were more intense.  When linoleic acid was 

added to concentrations of NaCl, an aversive stimulus, the licking response decreased 

significantly. These responses led researchers to believe that the tastants were perceived 

as more intense when linoleic acid was present. Subsequent research by Pittman 

discovered that rats could develop a conditioned taste aversion to linoleic acid.  This 

provides evidence that rats possess the ability to detect linoleic acid and avoid it when 

paired with an aversive stimulus. When the chorda tympani nerve was severed, rats were 

unable to develop a conditioned taste aversion to linoleic acid.  This data suggests that the 

chorda tympani nerve needs these signals for the detection of linoleic acid (Pittman, 

2003). 

Arthur L. Fox discovered that some of the population can detect PROP, called 

tasters, while some of the population cannot detect PROP, called nontasters (Bartoshuk et 

al., 1994).  PROP, a thyroid medication, allows tasting of nontaster, taster, and 

supertaster status (Fox, 1931). An incomplete dominant allele appears to determine 

PROP taste thresholds. Variations in PROP sensitivity appears to arise form underlying 

anatomical differences, since ratings of PROP intensity are highly correlated with the 
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density of fungiform papillae on the tongue (Bartoshuk et al., 1994). Therefore, the 

tongue anatomy of tasters is different from nontasters, with supertasters tending to have 

the most taste pores and fungiform papillae.  PROP sensitivity is very important, because 

sensitivity determines overall perception of certain taste stimuli. The ability to taste 

PROP positively correlates with increased taste intensity of the primary taste qualities; 

sweet, sour, bitter and salt (Bartoshuk et al., 1994).  Taster status can determine the type 

of food that individuals decide to eat. Supertasters may choose foods that nontasters 

would not choose because of their sensitivity to foods.  Some suggest that factors such as 

PROP sensitivity can affect the perception of dietary fat.  One study uncovered a possible 

association between fat perception based on taste and PROP sensitivity (Tepper & Nurse, 

1997). Medium tasters and supertasters possessed the ability to discriminate between 

40% fat and 10% fat salad dressing, while the nontasters could not (Tepper and Nurse, 

1997).  We speculate that sensitivity to tastants is correlated with obesity. BMI and the 

precent of body fat are two indicators of obesity.  The ability to correctly assess human 

taste intensity can be largely influenced by an assessment tool.  The Labeled Magnitude 

Scale (LMS) minimizes ceiling effects and therefore is sufficient in discriminating 

sensitive tasters from nontasters.  

 Labeled Magnitude Scale (LMS) with intensity adjectives spaced so that the scale 

would have appropriate ratio properties.  The LMS has repeatedly been proven to b a 

valid instrument to classify individuals as tasters or nontasters (Lucchina, 1998). The top 

of the scale is labeled ‘strongest imaginable.’  The LMS rests on the assumption that 

‘strongest imaginable’ refers to the same perceived intensity on average, across non-

tasters, medium tasters and supertasters (Bartoshuk et al., 1998).  Tasters report the 
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suprathreshold concentrations of PROP as ‘strong,’ ‘extremely strong,’ or ‘strongest 

imaginable.’ Nontasters rate PROP as ‘barely detectable’ or ‘weak’ (Reed et al., 1999).  

 Psychophysical taste tests using the LMS revealed particular differences in taste 

sensitivity and perception associated with taster status (Mela, 1989). By using the LMS 

and classifying subjects into three taster groups based on the rating of a single PROP 

solution, there is clear evidence of a relationship between PROP sensitivity and other 

perceived intensity of tastants that represent the four taste qualities: sweet, sour, bitter, 

and salty (Bartoshuk et al., 1994).   

 As stated before, linoleic acid enhances stimulus-induced depolarization to 

taste receptor cells (Gilbertson, 1999).  Research suggests that linoleic acid increases 

taste intensity, and therefore it is expected that linoleic acid will increase perceived 

intensities of sweet stimuli.   This study seeks to apply the findings in a rodent model to a 

human model.  Past research has found that whole dietary fat can influence the human 

perception of food.  This study will compare the LMS ratings for sucrose and sucralose, 

with and without two concentrations of linoleic acid.  BMI will be measured among all 

subjects, and PROP sensitivity will be compared with tasters and nontasters. 

 

Procedures and Methods 
Subjects 

There were 69 subjects: 36 males and 33 females.  The age ranged from 18 to 22.  

Voluntary subjects participated on an informed consent basis.  Subjects filled out a 

demographic and taste preference questionnaire and height, weight, and percent body fat 

were used to calculate body mass index (BMI).  All research protocols were approved by 

the Institutional Review Board of Wofford College.   
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Chemical Stimuli 

 The perceived intensities of two sweet stimuli, sucrose and sucralose 

(SPLENDA) were measured. According to the manufacturer directions, splenda 

volume was matched to sucrose.  Five concentrations of each sweet stimulus produced 10 

concentration-specific groupings of 31, 62, 125, 250, and 500 mM.  Stimuli were grouped 

in triads based on concentration and stimulus.  Within each triad, the given concentration 

of splenda or sucrose contained either 0, 88, or 352 µM linoleic acid. Each stimulus 

sample contained approximately 10 ml of solution.  All solutions were mixed in 5 mM 

ethanol to facilitate the emulsion of linoleic acid.  In addition to the 10 triads of sweet 

stimuli, there was a triad containing only 5 mM ethanol with or without 88 and 352 µM 

linoleic acid. All solutions were mixed within 90 minutes of the start of the experiment.  

All of the solutions were maintained at room temperature.  The sensitivity to PROP was 

assessed using a 0.32 mM PROP solution.    

Tasting Procedure 

 Subjects were given 90 seconds to taste the three stimuli in each triad and rate the 

stimulus intensity on a labeled magnitude scale.  Subjects sampled each taste stimulus 

using a sip and spit method.  Subjects rinsed with water between each stimulus.  Between 

each triad there was a 60 second rest period.  After the perceived intensity was measured 

for all 11 groups, the sensitivity to PROP was assessed using the same procedure and 

labeled magnitude scale.    

Statistics 

 The results of our data were analyzed using SPSS.  A univariant ANOVA test 

determined the significant main effects and interactions as well as significant group 
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Fig. 1.  The perceived intensity of ethanol with or without 
linoleic acid. 

differences between the independent variables.  Post hoc testing with the least significant 

difference (LSD) test determined the source of any statistically significant effects.  

Results were deemed significant if p<0.01.   

RESULTS 
 
 
 No measurable effect was found in the perceived intensities of linoleic acid at 

concentrations of 0, 

88, or 352 µM.  Figure 

1 demonstrates the 

LMS ratings of the 

different 

concentrations of 

linoleic acid presented 

independently of 

another stimulus.  

There was no 

evidence for 

detection of 

differences between 

the different 

concentrations of 

linoleic acid because 

the mean ratings of 
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Fig. 2. The perceived intensity of sucrose with either 0, 
88, or 352 µM of linoleic acid. 
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0, 88, and 352 µM 

were 4.91, 4.75, and 

5.59 respectively.  

The small variance 

between these values 

suggests no effect of 

linoleic acid on LMS 

ratings of intensity.  

Figure 2 shows that 

linoleic acid did not 

modulate the perceived intensity of sucrose.  As the concentration of sucrose increased, 

the LMS rating of the linoleic 

acid concentration also increased 

independent of the concentration 

of linoleic acid.  Figure 3 

demonstrates that linoleic acid 

did not modulate the perceived 

intensity of sucralose.   As in 

figure 2, the LMS rating of 

perceived intensity increased as the sucralose concentrations increased.  This happened 

across all three linoleic acid concentrations.  Figure 2 and figure 3 have small standard 

error bars which demonstrates the small variability in the ratings of each concentration 

and the similarity between the means.   
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Fig 3.  The perceived intensity of sucralose with either 
0, 88, or 352 µM of linoleic acid. 
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Fig. 4.  A comparison of the perceived intensities 
for sucrose and sucralose.  
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  Figure 4 demonstrates that as the sucrose 

and sucralose concentrations increased, the LMS 

ratings of the perceived intensities increased as 

well (F4,687 = 132.345, p<0.01). Additionally, 

there was a significant overall effect between the 

perceived intensity of sucrose and sucralose 

(F1,687 = 23.925, p<0.01). There was also a 

significant interaction between the stimulus 

concentration (F4,687 = 8.968, p<0.01).  Post-hoc 

tests with the LSD statistic revealed a significant 

increase in the perceived intensity of sucrose 

compared to sucralose at the 125 and 500 mM 

concentrations (F9,687 = 65.453, p<0.01).  At 

concentrations of 125 and 500 mM, sucrose is 

significantly higher than sucralose.  The mean 

value for sucrose verses surcralose is 23.89 and 

14.61 respectively for the 125 mM concentration 

and 49.57 and 32.03 respectively for the 500 mM 

concentration.  These were only revealed at 125 

and 500 mM concentrations and not at 31, 62, or 

250 mM.  This demonstrates that the differences 

were concentration-specific.  0
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Fig. 5. The relationship between PROP 
intensity and the perceived intensity of 
sucrose and sucralose at (a) 31, (b) 62, (c) 
125,  (d) 250 and (e) 500 mM concentrations. 
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 Figure 5 (a) shows a negative slope between the 31 mM concentration and the 

LMS rating of PROP.  The R2 value 

for sucrose was 0.0216 and for 

sucralose was 0.0018.  The negative 

slope was due to two outlying points 

that greatly skew the slope.  Two 

subjects inappropriately rated 

sucrose and sucralose higher than 

the other 66 subjects did.  Figure 5 (b) shows a positive correlation between the 62 mM 

concentration of sucrose/sucralose and PROP sensitivity.  The R2 value for sucrose was 

0.0221 and for sucralose was 0.0031. Similarly, Figure 5 (c) shows a positive correlation 

between 125 mM concentration and LMS ratings of PROP sensitivity. The R2 value for 

sucrose is 0.0111 and for sucralose is 0.0177.  Figure 5 (d) also shows a positive 

correlation between 250 mM concentration and the LMS ratings of PROP sensitivity.  

The R2 value for sucrose is 0.0368 

and for sucralose is 0.0267.  Figure 

5 (e)  shows the association between 

PROP sensitivity and 500 mM 

sucrose with a R2 value of 0.1211 

and sucralose with a R2 value of 

0.0676.  The positive slope in 

Figures 5 (b-e) reveals the finding 

the tasters of PROP are more likely 
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to rate sucrose and sucralose higher than non-tasters. Higher ratings of PROP intensity 

are associated with more intense ratings of sweet stimuli.   

The percentage of body fat appeared to have little association with 

sucrose/sucralose intensity ratings. 

Figure 6 has a R2 value of 0.0112 

relating 500 mM concentration of 

sucralose and the percent of body fat.  

Sucrose shows a very weak 

association (R2 = 0.006) between 

sucrose and BMI.  Figure 7 shows that 

both sucralose (R2 = 0.0037) and 

sucrose (R2 = 0.0015) reveal a weak, 

postive association with BMI.  Additionally, Figure 8 shows that the body mass index 

was not correlated with the percent of body fat (R2  = 0.776) in this study.  Body fat 

percentage does not predict body mass index.  

 
 

Discussion 
 

Previous research has shown that rats can detect linoleic acid, and average sucrose 

consumption increases when linoleic acid is added to a solution (Cheek et al, 2002). That 

idea served as a basis for this experiment, which sought to apply the findings of the 

rodent model to the human model. This study failed to link linoleic acid to variations 

among sucrose and sucralose intensity ratings. It was observed that subjects rated specific 

concentrations similarly, independent of the presence of linoleic acid. The 
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undistinguishable impact of linoleic acid on perception may be due to individual 

differences in the subjects or the rating scale that was implemented. Individual 

differences may explain the large amount of variation observed among the rated 

intensities.   Future studies could prevent these confounds by gathering trained subjects 

thereby eliminating individual differences.  Prior training of subjects would instruct them 

to accurately rate specific concentrations of solutions.  Another suggestion for subsequent 

studies would be to employ a forced-choice scaling mechanism.  A forced-choice rating 

would require subjects to place the stimuli in ascending or descending order based on the 

perceived intensities.  

The results revealed that the LMS ratings of the perceived intensity increased as 

the concentrations for sucrose and sucralose increased.  Likewise, the perceived ratings 

increased with the increasing concentrations of sucralose.  The transduction mechanism 

would presumably be the same for a specific solution regardless of the concentration.  

Furthermore, this increase in perception could be due to a more frequent signal sent 

during transduction. The same transduction mechanism probably occurs for each 

chemical. The more frequent signal rating could not be dependant on the amount of 

solution present, for all amounts of solutions provided were comparable. There was little 

variance in the LMS ratings among the subjects, demonstrating that all subjects perceived 

the concentrations similarly.   

Results revealed a significant increase in the perceived intensity of sucrose in 

comparison to sucralose.  Manufacturers may present sucralose as an artificial sweetener 

with the same perceived sweetness as sucrose.  The molecular weight varies greatly 

between the two sweeteners, and therefore volumetric measuring is necessary to create 
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solutions with equal intensities of sweetness.  Food manufacturers assume that people use 

small concentrations of sucralose, and therefore these lower concentrations produce 

equivalent sweet perception when volumetrically matched to sucrose.  However, high 

concentrations of sucrose are perceived as more intense than volumetrically equivalent 

amounts of sucralose, revealing that these two stimuli do not show a linear relationship.  

This variation in perception among the two stimuli may be due to a difference in 

their transduction mechanisms.  Previously, it was assumed that all sweet stimuli had 

identical transduction mechanism.  However, a recent study on mice demonstrated the 

possible existence of two different transduction mechanisms for sucrose and sucralose. 

This study showed a significant difference in the responses of the chorda tympani (CT) 

nerve to sucrose and sucralose (Inoue et al, 2001).  At concentrations of 1000 mM, the 

CT response to sucrose was 160 percent when normalized to ammonium chloride, while 

the response to sucralose at 1000 mM was 40 percent.  This evidence suggests varying 

transduction mechanisms between the two sweeteners in mice.  If similar transduction 

mechanisms were found in humans, it would account for the differences in perceived 

intensities between sucrose and sucralose detected in this study.   

The results of this study showed that a higher PROP sensitivity led to a higher 

LMS ratings of sucrose.  Tasters of PROP are more sensitive to many stimuli.  This 

increase in sensitivity is probably due to a greater number of fungiform papillae, resulting 

in an increase of neural inputs.  Greater numbers of fungiform papillae imply that greater 

numbers of neurons transmit information to the brain.  Therefore, neural input for 

supertasters will be greater than for nontasters.  Taster status can determine the type of 

food the individual decides to eat.  Supertasters may choose foods that nontasters would 
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not because of their sensitivity to foods.  Additionally, supertasters tend to show less 

liking for high sweet foods as they do for bitter foods.  This preference is likely related to 

increased intensity, because sweet foods are more intense to tasters compared to 

nontasters (Bartoshuk, 1979).  It is thought that a higher body mass index (BMI) is 

correlated to both a more intense perception of sweet stimuli and a more liking of sweet 

stimuli.  Therefore, a higher consumption of sweet foods could possibly lead to a higher 

BMI.  

The present findings demonstrate that percentage of body fat or BMI have no 

associations with sucrose or sucralose intensity ratings. Additionally, this research 

revealed that the BMI had no correlation with the percent of body fat.  This study 

suggests that BMI may not be an accurate measure of body fat or obesity.  More research 

needs to be conducted to support these findings.   

This experiment was designed to correlate the findings of the detection of linoleic 

acid in the rodent model with human data.  However, our data did not offer any evidence 

that humans are capable of detecting linoleic acid.  Although a role of linoleic acid in the 

human gustatory system was not evident in this experiment, other experiments may find 

different results by using different techniques to measure the detection and discrimination 

of linoleic acid.  In the future, it may be demonstrated that humans can detect linoleic 

acid and that free fatty acids have similar effects on taste in humans as in rats.   
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